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XLRISK is a robust suite for managing your spreadsheets in the most intelligent way! XLRISK is a
robust suite for managing your spreadsheets in the most intelligent way! ► Great Features: •
Different Options for building charts and graphs • Different options for building charts and graphs ►
Great Features: Different Options for building charts and graphs Different options for building charts
and graphs ► Great Features: Automatically generate colored and monochromatic Excel images
Automatically generate colored and monochromatic Excel images ► Great Features: Automatically
generate continuous and clustered charts with graphics and legends Automatically generate
continuous and clustered charts with graphics and legends ► Great Features: Analyze the evolution
of risks over time Analyze the evolution of risks over time ► Great Features: Analyze the correlation
between different risk factors Analyze the correlation between different risk factors ► Great
Features: Generate new charts automatically Generate new charts automatically ► Great Features:
Calculate the probability of numerical values in a table Calculate the probability of numerical values
in a table ► Great Features: Capture all Excel cells and ranges in a single spreadsheet Capture all
Excel cells and ranges in a single spreadsheet ► Great Features: High performance and innovative
main feature set (30000 Excel calculations per sec) High performance and innovative main feature
set (30000 Excel calculations per sec) XLRISK Description: XLRISK is a robust suite for managing your
spreadsheets in the most intelligent way! XLRISK Description: XLRISK is a robust suite for managing
your spreadsheets in the most intelligent way! ► Great Features: Different Options for building charts
and graphs Different Options for building charts and graphs ► Great Features: Automatically
generate colored and monochromatic Excel images Automatically generate colored and
monochromatic Excel images ► Great Features: Automatically generate continuous and clustered
charts with graphics and legends Automatically generate continuous and clustered charts with
graphics and legends ► Great Features: Analyze the evolution of risks over time Analyze the
evolution of risks over time ► Great Features: Analyze the correlation between different risk factors
Analyze the correlation between different risk factors ► Great Features: Generate new charts
automatically Generate new charts automatically ► Great Features: Calculate the probability of
numerical values in a table Cal
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Is XLRISK your new favorite add-on? Let us know! LinkedIn: Facebook: SnapChat: Livestream: Skype:
exlriskllc Twitter: Xlriskllc Support Email: [email protected] Links: XLRISK on ExcelAddon website:
XLRISK on ExcelAddon YouTube channel: XLRISK on ExcelAddon Facebook page: XLRISK on
ExcelAddon SnapChat: Xlriskllc Website: Xlriskllc YouTube channel: Xlriskllc Facebook page: Xlriskllc
Twitter: Xlriskllc LinkedIn: ExcelAddon Website: ExcelAddon Facebook page: ExcelAddon LinkedIn:
ExcelAddon Twitter: Inform. info dev.dev1@gmail.com ----------- XLRISK Link Disclaimer: The XLRISK
Link logo b7e8fdf5c8
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XLRISK is a suite of add-on tools for risk analysis (cost analysis). Like any other calculation tools, it is
easy to start with, but offers many options and functions, which, in reality, can make your job of risk
analysis a great deal easier and faster. It is a tool that aims at bringing a convenient and easy-to-use
environment for Excel. XLRISK Features: 1. Integrate with Excel XLRISK simply integrates into Excel.
If you’re looking to maximize effectiveness in a risk study, the add-on is an ideal solution. 2. Express
Itunes Tag XLS works with a view to add any tag to your Excel files for easy search and
management. Simply insert your tags and XLRISK will automatically find them in your files. It makes
adding custom tags to Excel files, or adding a search option to Excel much easier. 3. Create
Customize Theme There are many customizations you can do to your theme, changing the colors,
fonts and other graphical design of XLRISK. All you need is a clear idea about what you want, and
how your theme looks. XLRISK will get you there. 4. Support Multiple Forms of Inputs XLRISK works
with various types of inputs – that is, inputs in Excel format and ones from the desktop. And you
don’t have to go through the hassle of downloading and installing application libraries. 5. Compatible
With All Excel Versions XLRISK works with all Excel versions, even the current top-of-the-line Excel
2010/2013 (32-bit/64-bit). 6. Bring Simulations to Excel You can create simulations and compare the
results easily. With each simulation, its associated columns are automatically saved to Excel. 7.
Powerful Tools XLRISK uses its own well-designed simulation tools, with nice and easy use.
Customize your simulations, process data, and export Excel files with ease. 8. Compatible with R
Language XLRISK is compatible with R language, giving you a chance to use R while working with
Excel. 9. Integrate with Excel Plug-ins XLRISK can use existing plug-ins, giving you a chance to
optimize and monitor the calculations to save time. 10. Be Flexible XLRISK allows you to customize
the tools and process data for a specific needs.

What's New in the?

Risk assessment in the framework of spreadsheet analysis is most commonly deployed these days
using the “Monte Carlo” method, which has become a staple in terms of risk study. Addressing risk
science in Excel environments from that perspective, XLRISK comes prepared with a series of
purpose-fit tools for creating risk models much easier. Thanks to features that allow custom-tuned
simulations and plotting, it aims at offering a complete package for risk assessment. Seamless
ribbon integration, well-designed features, and accessible tools for quick and effective workflows The
add-on will integrate well within the Excel environment, being ready to use in just a few clicks. At a
glance, it is obvious that the developers have spent quite some time “tinkering” the interface, as the
final, resulting design of the features is almost “native” to Excel. All the tools feature nice, legible
buttons, with handy drop-down menus and an overall focus on accessibility, regardless if you’re a
novice or a full-blooded Excel aficionado. Speaking of novices, the add-on comes packed with some
demo data, which is ideal if you’re just getting the hang of things in terms of Monte Carlo risk
simulations. Ample plotting and correlation library, aggregation, and time-series, coupled with
powerful simulation tools In terms of the actual features, the add-on offers a myriad of functions,
whose scope, we consider to be wide enough for most Monte Carlo technique applications. Ranging
from distribution plotting, correlations to aggregations and time series or the simulations
themselves, it’s hard to name a “missing” feature. The simulations and the results feature separate
modules, which, as with the other tools, come with a generous amount of customization options,
ensuring that users manage to tune things to their liking. Solid risk statistics add-on for Excel, which
comes with a comprehensive package for managing Monte Carlo simulations and models If you’re
serious about your risk assessment and Monte Carlo simulations, XLRISK can make things far easier,
in terms of data management, plotting, simulations, and results management. Get top-up pack: 1)
First XLRISK Cleanse: $14.95 2) XLRISK Excel Cleaner: $39.95 All your products of advanced security
tools, or other malicious threats, will be safely protected. Effortlessly get
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System Requirements:

Memory: 4 GB RAM Processor: Intel Core i5 Processor Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 760 or ATI
Radeon HD 7870 or better Resolution: 1024x768, 1600x900 or higher DirectX: Version 11 Hard
Drive: 35 GB available space OS: Windows 7, 8, 10 Sound Card: DirectX compatible View the product
details page.
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